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Summary-Earlier descriptions of methods for providing correc-
tions to be applied to a Kelvin-Varley voltage divider can be miscon-
strued, particularly as the reasons for applying the corrections in
the manner outlined are not obvious. The new method removes any
ambiguity and presents the theoretical reasons leading to the pro-
cedure which may be carried as far as is justified by the instrument.
The magnitude of the terms being neglected may be estimated at
any stage, to serve as a guide to the reliability of the corrected data.
Techniques of calibrating a divider, which do not require internal
connections to the instrument, are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

A MULTIPLE-DECADE Kelvin-Varley voltage
divider1 is frequently used to measure or to
establish ratios of voltages both at dc and at ac

up to several kilocycles. It is this complete coverage of
the frequency spectrum which often dictates use of a
Kelvin-Varley resistive voltage divider rather than
alternative methods, notably the inductive voltage
divider. With the advent of precision resistance com-
ponents which have excellent characteristics at audio
frequencies, high-precision Kelvin-Varley dividers with
as many as six or seven decades of voltage ratio varia-
tion have become possible and are available for use
from dc to several kilocycles.

Resistance elements are wound from wire of one of the
metallic alloys in general use and have always been
subject to variation of resistance in the time following
manufacture. Various methods of artificial aging of the
finished resistor are most successful in reducing the time
variations to a reasonably small level, but it is seldom
that a resistance coil is obtained that does not change
with time, at least by a few parts in a million (ppm) per
year. If six and seven-decade Kelvin-Varley dividers are
to be made and used, then it is necessary to be able to
calibrate them periodically so as to obtain corrected
ratios with equivalent high precision and reliability.

In the earlier methods2'3 of providing corrections to
be applied to the dial setting of a Kelvin-Varley divider,
there is an ambiguity in the method of applying the
calibration data, and if the wrong approach is used, an
error will be caused. For a good divider, the discrepancy
is slight and in earlier years it was of less importance,
but as the units age and the demand for accuracy and
reliability in electrical measurements increases, im-
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proved methods and techniques are required, as well as
better instruments.
The new method herein described removes any am-

biguity and leads to easily applied correction terms
which agree with the errors observed to a high degree of
consistency. The magitude of the neglected correction
terms may be estimated from the calibration data, thus
permitting an assessment of the reliability of the cor-
rected data obtained from the instrument. In addition,
a method of autocalibration has been developed which
does not require any internal connections to the divider
and, in effect, calibrates the unit in the manner in
which it is used.

THE KELVIN-VARLEY DIVIDER

A Kelvin-Varley voltage divider consists of several
decades of resistive elements interconnected as shown in
Fig. 1. The first decade is made up of eleven equal re-
sistors of value R1, and at any given setting of the first
decade switch, two of these resistors are shunted by a
second decade element of resistors of value R2 with an
input resistance equal to the value of the two resistors
shunted. Thus the input to the first decade looks like
ten equal resistors in series, with dial steps of one-tenth
the total applied voltage, up to a maximum of nine-
tenths of the input voltage.
The second, third, and higher decades are also Kelvin-

Varley elements, covering the range of one step of the
preceding decade in tenth steps up to nine-tenths. The
last decade in the chain consists of ten equal resistors
and may be set to values of zero, one, two, etc. through
ten. It is only by use of this eleventh setting of the last
dial that the divider can be set to full scale at a reading
of 9, 9, . , X, where X is used to symbolize the set-
ting TEN.
To obtain the decade relationship desired for the suc-

cessive dials, it is necessary that 2R1= bOR2, 2R2= 1OR3,
etc. and the values of the resistors in each succeeding
decade become smaller by a factor of five. Manufactur-
ing or adjustment difficulties can arise from this cause,
but may be overcome by the technique illustrated in
the last two decades of Fig. 1, where the whole dial is
parallelled by an additional resistor so as to match the
resistance of the double step of the preceding dial. The
form of Kelvin-Varley divider considered here will be
the unshunted type, but the conclusions drawn will be
of general application.
A detailed example of a four-decade Kelvin-Varley

divider is shown in Fig. 2. Each resistance value is
identified in the form R(l+A), where R is the nominal
value of resistance and A is the proportional deviation
from nominal. In the interests of brevity only four dec-
ades are considered, although the analysis has been
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Fig. 1-Schematic diagram of six-decade Kelvin-Varley
voltage divider.
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Fig. 2-Detailed wiring diagram of four-decade
Kelvin-Varley voltage divider.
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iU It will be seen that as long as the successive pairs of
j4 resistors making up each dial are matched in value, the

3) 3 terms are separable and the simplified form of (1) is
2) 2 applicable. However, this simple equation is not ade-
.1) ¢ quate to express the correction data for many Kelvin-

Varley voltage dividers in use today, and the reason is
o0 to be found in the matching of the resistors making up

the divider.
D4 t An expression for the mismatch term for the first dial(t.e)

is obtained by expanding (2) in the form Cq99X - CqOOO,
from which

extended. It is shown in Appendix I that the ratio of
potential between points e and eO to the potential be-
tween points e2 and eO in Fig. 2 is

e -eo
= Dig + D2r + D3u + D4t + Cqrst

q r s
= + + ~~+ + Cqst, (25)
10 100 1000 10000

where Di., D2r, D38, D4V refer to the nominal settings of
the four dials set to positions q, r, s, t, respectively, and
Cqrst is a correction to the ratio due to the departure
from nominal value of the resistors making up the di-
vider. The explicit expression for Cqrat is given in (26).

For greatest convenience, the correction data for the
settings of each dial should be separable and be capable
of being listed in a simple tabular form. Assume, there-
fore, that the correction to a setting of the divider may
be expressed in a form such as

Cqrst = CqOOO + COrOO + COOsO + C000t + 'E (1)
where e is a term which should be negligible for most
convenient use and the other terms represent the meas-
ured corrections for each dial setting with all other dials
set to zero. By expanding the terms in (1) in the form
Cqrst given by (26), the following relation is established:
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and the expression for Cqr,t may be rewritten as
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The term CQ99X introduced in this expression is the meas-
ured correction for the ten positions of Dial 1 when all
the following dials are set to their maximum values, and

(2)
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TABLE I
CALIBRATION OF A SIX-DECADE KELVIN-VARLEY VOLTAGE DIVIDER (PPM OF UNITY RATIO)

Dial Setting Cqooooo Cq999X COrOOOO COr999X coosooo

0 0.00 +1.88 0.00 +0.13 0.03
1 -0.80 +1.13 +0.56 +0.62 -0.03
2 +3.38 +3.81 +0.91 +0.91 -0.05
3 +1.93 +2.27 +1.16 +1.03 -0.06
4 +1.69 +2.00 +1.20 +0.78 -0.08
5 +0.32 +0.89 +0.97 +0.91 -0.08
6 +0.41 +1.27 +0.81 +1.04 -0.05
7 -0.02 +0.95 +1.34 +1.39 +0.01
8 +0.32 +1.00 +1.66 +1.73 +0.03
9 -0.40 0.00 +1.93 +1.88 +0.11

Dial Settieg coootoo cooot9x Cooovo Coooovx Cooooow

0 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.02 0.00
1 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.03
2 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04
3 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.04
5 +0.02 +0.02 +0.01 -0.01 -0.03
6 0.00 +0.02 +0.02 -0.01 -0.03
7 +0.02 +0.02 +0.02 0.00 0.03
8 +0.02 +0.05 +0.02 0.00 -0.02
9 0.00 -0.08 +0.03 -0.03 -0.02
X -0.02

it represents the additional measurements which must
be made to account for the mismatch of the resistors
in Dial 1.

Although the effect of the term Cq99X may be calcu-
lated for any dial setting of the divider according to (4),
probably the easiest way to take account of the addi-
tional terms is by graphical interpolation.
An expression for the mismatch term for the second

dial may be obtained by expanding (2) in the form
COr9X -COrO to give

233 1
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800 100
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33
- D2r(\A39 + A3X - A30- A31). (5)

16000

By making the additional measurements represented by
the term COrOX, an assessment of the matching of the
resistors of Dial 2 may be made.

In the same way the matching of resistors in Dial 3
may be checked by making the measurements coosx, ac-

cording to the expression

4633 1
[A3 +I3(8+1) A30 A31]

16000 1000

C=OOSX - c00s0 - Cooox. (6)

If the effects of matching of resistors in Dials 2 and 3
are not negligible, they may be accounted for by com-

bining (4), (5), and (6) which leads to

Cqrst = CqOOO + COrOO + CO08O + COOOt

+ 10(D2, + D3S + D4t)(Cq99X - CqOOO - C099X)

100(D38 + D4t)(COr9X COrOO C009X)

+ lOOOD4t(coOsx- COOsO- CoOOx)
300

+- Dlq(COr9X COrOO -COO9X)
233
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Dlq(D2r + D3s + D4t) (coo0x- Cooo Coo9x)

233
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+ (Dlq + llD2r)(COOsX CoOsO- COOOX)

4633

7.4 [DlqD2r + 96.4 (D2r (Ds 4t

* [COO9X Cooso COOOX]. (7)

The first terms in (7) represent the initial correction
terms applicable to a divider, and these may be com-

bined from the basic calibration data in a number of
ways. By rewriting the first half of (7) in the following
form:

Cqrst =CqOOO + 10(D2r + D38 + D4t)(Cq99x - Cqooo)

+ COroO-I OD2rc099X

1 \
+ 100(D3. + D4t) to9-O0-Ocgx

+10OD4t COO, OrsX -C 009X-
coo8o - 100D38coo9x

+ 1000D4t (co00s;- co0o5-1i7 COO9X)

+ cooot -lOOOD4tcooox, (7a)

it will be found to be exactly the analytical expression
which represents the method of interpolation of linear-
ity deviations proposed earlier2'3 when derived fron
the calibration data presented in Table I.
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TABLE II

CALIBRATION OF A SIX-DECADE KELVIN-VARLEY VOLTAGE DIVIDER
(PPM OF UNITY RATIO)

300
Dial Setting Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C - (C2-C20-C3X)

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 -0.80 +0.56 -0.03 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 -0.09
2 +3.38 +0.91 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.17
3 +1.93 +1.16 -0.06 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.34
4 +1.69 +1.20 -0.08 0.00 0.00 -0.04 -0.71
5 +0.32 +0.97 -0.08 +0.02 +0.01 -0.03 -0.24
6 +0.41 +0.81 -0.05 0.00 +0.02 -0.03 +0.13
7 -0.02 +1.34 +0.01 +0.02 +0.02 -0.03 -0.10
8 +0.32 +1.66 +0.03 +0.02 +0.02 -0.02 -0.08
9 -0.40 +1.93 +0.11 0.00 +0.03 -0.02 -0.23
X -0.02
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The second half of (7) represents contributions to the
total correction term coming from the mismatch of dial
resistors which are proportional to the settings of the
preceding dials rather than the following dials. If the
matching of the second and following dials requires
correction, the residual terms proportional to the set-

tings of the preceding dials must be recognized. No
simple form of doing this suggests itself, and the mag-

nitude of this effect remains as a limit of the accuracy

of convenient use of the divider. The effect of neglecting
the residual terms may be assessed from the expressions
in (3), (5), and (6).
As an example of the use and usefulness of this meth-

od, the results of a calibration of a six-figure voltage
divider are presented. In Table I is shown the complete
calibration data obtained for the divider, while Table II

together with Fig. 3 indicate a combined graphical-
tabular form of presentation, based on (7), which has

been found convenient for use. The columns headed
c1, c2, * *, c6 are the basic correction terms represented
by the first four terms of the equation. The column
heading

300
23

(C2X - C20 - C3x)233

is a shorthand form for

300
(COr9X - COrOO - COO9X)233

for which the values are computed and listed for the ten
positions of Dial 2; these entries must be multiplied by
the appropriate value of Diq to account for the eighth
term in (7). The interpolation graphs are a means of
obtaining values for the fifth, sixth, and seventh terms
of the equation. In each term the coefficient of the cor-
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TABLE I II
CORRECTIONS TO KELVIN-VARLEY VOLTAGE DIVIDER

(PPM OF UNITY RATIO)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Observed Correction Correction Correction Correction

Dial Correction From (8) Gt-C From (9) c"-c From (10) c"'-c From (11) c""-c
Setting (c) (c) _ (c ) Cff Cfffl

.090909 +2.01 +1.91 -0.10 +1.91 -0.10 +1.89 -0.12 +1.89 -0.12

.181818 +0.80 +0.83 +0.03 +0.87 +0.07 +0.86 +0.06 +0.85 +0.05

.272727 +3.41 +4.65 +1.24 +3.59 +0.18 +3.56 +0.15 +3.54 +0.13

.363636 +1.55 +2.64 +1.09 +1.66 +0.11 +1.70 +0.15 +1.74 +0.19

.454545 +1.39 +2.57 +1.18 +1.71 +0.32 +1.62 +0.23 +1.52 +0.13

.545454 +0.28 +1.41 +1.13 +0.81 +0.53 +0.51 +0.23 +0.15 -0.13

.636364 +0.70 +1.49 +0.79 +1.12 +0.42 +0.95 +0.25 +0.75 +0.05

.727273 +0.36 +0.87 +0.51 +0.62 +0.26 +0.53 +0.17 +0.41 +0.05

.818182 +0.61 +0.87 +0.26 +0.65 +0.04 +0.59 -0.02 +0.52 -0.09

.909091 -0.38 -0.29 +0.09 -0.39 -0.01 -0.39 -0.01 -0.39 -0.01

.888889 +0.75 +2.03 +1.28 +0.96 +0.19 +0.19 +0.16 +0.85 +0.10

.777778 +0.34 +1.35 +1.01 +0.64 +0.30 +0.58 +0.24 +0.51 +0.17

.666667 +0.40 +1.16 +0.76 +0.48 +0.08 +0.55 +0.15 +0.63 +0.23

.555556 +0.14 +1.21 +1.07 +0.48 +0.34 +0.38 +0.24 +0.26 +0.14

.444444 +1.69 +2.77 +1.08 +2.07 +0.38 +1.83 +0.14 +1.55 -0.14

.333333 +2.28 +2.97 +0.69 +2.46 +0.18 +2.37 +0.09 +2.27 -0.01

.222222 +3.81 +4.18 +0.37 +3.86 +0.05 +3.83 +0.02 +3.80 -0.01

.111111 -0.31 -0.32 -0.01 -0.31 0.00 -0.32 -0.01 -0.33 -0.02

.09999X +1.88 +2.05 +0.17 +2.05 +0.17 +1.87 -0.01 +1.87 -0.01

.19999X +1.13 +1.25 +0.12 +1.30 +0.17 +1.12 -0.01 +1.10 -0.03

.29999X +3.81 +5.43 +1.62 +3.98 +0.17 +3.80 -0.01 +3.75 -0.06

.39999X +2.27 +3.98 +1.71 +2.44 +0.17 +2.26 -0.01 +2.19 -0.08

.49999X +2.00 +3.74 +1.74 +2.17 +0.17 +1.99 -0.01 +1.90 -0.10

.59999X +0.89 +2.37 +1.48 +1.06 +0.17 +0.88 -0.01 +0.76 -0.13

.69999X +1.27 +2.46 +1.19 +1.44 +0.17 +1.26 -0.01 +1.12 -0.15

.79999X +0.95 +2.03 +1.08 +1.12 +0.17 +0.94 -0.01 +0.78 -0.17

.89999X +1.00 +2.37 +1.37 +1.17 +0.17 +0.99 -0.01 +0.80 -0.20

.99999X 0.00 +1.65 +1.65 +0.17 +0.17 -0.01 -0.01 -0.24 -0.24

+0.9±0.9 +0.2±0.25 +0.1 ±0.2 0.0 +0.2

rection increases linearly from zero to unity for the full
range of the following dials; the graphs are plotted with
a value of zero at an integral dial setting (cqooo) increas-
ing to the full value of the correction term (Cq99X-Cqooo
-co99x) at the next equivalent integral dial setting
(Cq99x). In this way the approximate magnitudes of the
additional correction terms are obvious by inspection.
From the graphs in Table II it is immediately obvious
that interpolation for Dials 2 and 3 need only be done
for positions 3, 4, 5 of Dial 2 if corrections to within
0.5 ppm are all that are required.

Table III presents the results of successive approxi-
mations to the correction terms measured for a number
of multiple dial settings. Column four in this table is
the difference between the observed corrections and
those derived from the basic equation

Cqrstvw = CqOOOOO + COrOOOO + Coosooo + Coootoo + coooovo

+ cooooow (8)

For this divider, the discrepancy rises to almost 2 ppm
of unity ratio. Column six lists the discrepancy found
when the first dial approximation is added, that is

Cqrstvw = Cqrstvw

+ 10(D2r + D3, * * )(Cq999x- CqOOOOO -CO999X) (9)

and the error is found to have been reduced to less than

0.5 ppm. Column eight is derived from the first and
second dial approximations, where

Cqr8 tvw = Cqrstvw

+ 100(D3, + D4t . . . )(COr999x - COrOOOO - C00999X) (10)
and the error is now less than 0.3 ppm. Column ten is
derived from the equation

=f .. 300 -C~oo-C09X.(1Cqrstvw= Cqrstvw + 233 Dlq(COr999x-COrOOO-C00999X)(

It is seen that the inclusion of the term representing the
effect of the setting of Dial 1 on the correction for Dial 2
reduces the error to about 0.2 ppm. Inclusion of the
correction term for the variation of Dial 3 does not im-
prove the results, due both to the magnitude of the
neglected terms and to the limit of precision of the
calibration data. A convenient limit to the reliability of
the calibration procedure on this divider is about 0.3
ppm, represented by (10), column eight.
The measurements recorded here were made with a

precision of approximately ±0.02 ppm, and it is be-
lieved that the relative values are reliable to about
+0.1 ppm, although the accuracy of the ratio measure-
ments is probably no better than +0.2 ppm in an abso-
lute sense. Twenty-eight multiple dial settings have
been examined in detail in Table III, and it is believed
that these do represent the operation of a Kelvin-
Varley divider.
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There are many ways of actually calibrating a Kelvin-
Varley voltage divider, but the simplest method is to
compare it with a standard divider, as was done here.
This may be done at either dc or ac against another
Kelvin-Varley divider, or at ac against an inductive
voltage divider. In case the frequency characteristics of
the Kelvin-Varley divider are not adequate or an induc-
tive voltage divider of sufficient accuracy is not avail-
able, a new form of complete autocalibration of a stand-
ard Kelvin-Varley divider at dc is given in detail in
Appendix II.

For a great many uses of a Kelvin-Varley divider, the
calibration method proposed provides all that is neces-
sary for use of the divider. However, for other uses, i.e.,
where the divider is not artificially zeroed at both the
maximum and minimum settings but is used simply as a
voltage divider across a known voltage source, the end
wiring connections r1' and r1 between the points ex and
E and eO and E in Fig. 2 must be taken into account.
With a voltage E"' applied between the terminals E

and E, the voltages appearing across r1' and ri will be
er' and er, respectively. The division ratio of the divider
will now become

e-E, (e-eo) + er
E - E, er' + (ex - e0) + er

e-eO er er + er]

e-ex e-eO ex-eoi
e-eO er e-eO erI+ er'

= + _

ex-eo ex-eo ex-eo ex-eo
= Dqrs t + Cqrs t + (Co) o Dqrst[(co)o -I-+ (co)X],

if

(CO)o = er/(ex- eo) erE"'

(co)x = er'I(ex -eo) er'lE"'.
The corrections (co)o and (co)X may be readily deter-

mined by measuring the appropriate voltage drops when
some convenient voltage E"' is applied to the divider.
The correction (co)o may refer to either the input zero
terminal E or an output zero terminal E,', if such exists
at a different potential from Eo. The simplest manner
of handling these corrections in subsequent use of the
divider is by linear interpolation from a graph.

CONCLUSIONS

The error in ratio of a Kelvin-Varley voltage divider
has been shown to be due to the departure from nominal
value of the resistors making up the divider chain,
either from initial adjustment of resistance values or
from subsequent changes in the resistors due to aging
or other causes.

Although the effects of individual dials cannot be
delineated in the error expression, a method of treating
the corrections obtained for the various dial settings
has been established which enables the calibration data

to be used with knowledge of the residual terms which
are being neglected. The complete correction data is
best presented as a combination of tabular data and
interpolation graphs.
The autocalibration technique referred to above and

treated in detail in Appendix II determines the correc-
tions to be applied, without the necessity of referring
the instrument to a national standardizing laboratory.

APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF CORRECTION TERMS FOR A
KELVIN-VARLEY DIVIDER

A detailed example of a four-decade Kelvin-Varley
divider is shown in Fig. 2. Each resistance value is
indicated in the form R(1 +A), where R is the nominal
value and A is the proportional deviation from nominal.
It is assumed initially that these deviations from nom-
inal are all small enough that second and higher-
order terms are negligible.
The total resistance of Dial 4 is given by

RT4 = R4(1 + A40) + R4(1 + A41) + ' * * + R4(1 + A49)
1

= 10R4 1 + - (A40 + A41 + * + A49)
10

= 10R4(1 + A4), (12)

where

L4 = - (A40 + A41 + * + A49)
10

= mean deviation of R4 resistors.

The total resistance of Dial 3, when set to dial posi-
tion s, is given by

RT3 = R3(1 + A30) + R3(1 + A31) +
+ R3(1 + A3(,-l))

+ [R3(1 + A3u) + R3(1 + A3(8+l))] . 1OR4(1 + A4)
R3(1 + A3u) + R3(1 + A3(8+1)) + 10R4(1 + A4)

+ R3(1 + A3(8+2)) + .- - + R3(1 + A3X).
As 2R3= bOR4 in the design and construction of the di-
vider, the parallel element term becomes

R3[1 + A38 + 1 + A3(,+1)] . 2R3(1 + A4)
R3[1 + A38 + 1 + A3(8+l) + 2 + 254]

4R32[1 + 2(A3, + A3(8+l))]. [1 + A4]

4R3[1 + 4(A3. + A3(,+o)) + 2a4]
= R3[1 + 4(A3, + A3(8+1)) +1-A4] (13)

and

RT3 = 10R3[1 + - KA30 + A31 * . .* 3(s-1)

+A3 + A -(s+l) 1*
+ + A 3(s+2) ... A3X + a41

4 2 /
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= OR3 I 1+(-\30 + A31 * * * A3X

3 1 \
(A3.s 4- A38) ± -A4)

1it 3=1OR3 1+±-A3 +-2A4--A (A3 + 3(8+1))
10 20 40A

1OR3[1 + A3], (14)

where

30+A31 ...A3X
A3= = mean deviation of R3 resistors

11

and A3 is an equivalent deviation of the total resistance
of the dial.

Similarly, the total resistance of Dial 2 when set to
dial position r is given by

RT2 = 1OR2 1 +-(A20 +A21 *2X

- (A2r + A2(r+l)) + -\3)
4 2

11 1 3
= lOR2 + A1 2 + 20 A3-40- (2r + A2(r+±))

-1OR2[1 + A2], (15)
where

A20 + A21 ' * A2X
A2 = = mean deviation of R2 resistors.

In the same way, the total resistance of Dial 1 when
set to dial position q is given by

+11 1 = 3
RT1 = LOR, 1 +-1 20 1X240-(Alq + Q1(q+))Ai+oA20 40

--OR1[l + A1], (16)

where

A1 + All. .Aix
A1 = ____+ = mean deviation of R1 resistors.

11

It is to be noted that a, represents the deviation of
the R1 resistors from the absolute design value. It is
quite satisfactory to take the mean value of the R1 re-

sistors as the fundamental unit of comparison, thus
making L1j=0. However, A2, A3, and A4 must now refer
to this new fundamental unit. In order to eliminate
possible misunderstanding, everything will be based on

the usual absolute resistance unit, and L1 retained in the
equations.

If a voltage E is applied between the points e. and eO
in Fig. 2, then the ratios of potentials appearing across

the various dials will be as follows, starting from (13)
and (14) for Dial 4:
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E4 e3a- e3b

E3 e2a- e2b

R3{1 + (A38+ A3(8+l)) + A4 RT3
42

[1 +-((A33,+ +x3(38+l)))-A3 +-2+74

E3 e2a- e2b

E2 ela- elb

R2 I + (A2r + A2(r+l)) + A3 RT2
4 2

=
(A2r+ A2(r±l)) A2+7-A3]

E2 ela- elb

E1 ex-e,

= +- (Aiq + Al(q+l)) ±+ Aj2 .

(17)

(18)

(19)

Under these same conditions, the ratio of potential
selected by Dial 1 will be

elb -eC

= [Rl( +±A\o) + Rl(I + Al) +

+ RI(1 + Al(q-l))]/RTi

-qR{1+-(Alo±A+,+ +l(q1)] RT

q 1 =-

10 1 + (Alo+,A1i+ + Ai(q-1))'Aj.

Similarly,

e2b- elb

ela- elb

=-rR I +-(A20+A21+ * * * +±2(r-1)) ART=-1 +-t2
r /\1+***+-(-)-2

(20)

(21)

ela - e2b

e2a- e2b

s 1

10 I +- (A30 + A31 + * ' * + A3(s-))- A3

e -e3b

e3a- e3b

t 1
-I1 +-(A40 +A41 + ' + A4(t-1))-i4 .

(22)

(23)

The ratio of potential between points e and eO to the
potential between points e, and eO will be given by

Lelvin-Varley Voltage Divider Calibration
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e-e, elb-eo e2b-elb e3b-e2b e-e3b
-__ =- + + + ,(24)
ex-e0 e,-eo e,-e, ex-eo ex-eo

and by combining the expressions in (17) to (23) this
becomes

e-eO q r s t
=+ + + + cqrst

e- eo 10 100 1000 10000
= Diq + D2r + D3s + D4t + Cqrst,

where

r2 + r2
62 = -

1OR2
and

(25)

where Diq, D2r, D3s, D4t refer to the nominal settings of
the respective dials and Cqrst is a correction to the ratio
due to the departure from nominal value of the resistors
making up the divider. The over-all expression for Cqrst is
found to be

CqTs t -[(A10 + A11 + + Al(q-1)) A

10- to~~~~~~1

r3 + r3
63 =

1OR3
r4 + r4f

64 =
1OR4

* 1/' r2 r3 r4
coooo-= +-+-

1ORK 2 4 8

* 1 r2' r3' r4'\
cgssx =---- - +- + ).

C-R1 2 4 8

(29)

(30)

It is found that the effect of these additional terms is
identically zero in the method of manipulating the ob-
served calibration data proposed, and hence they need

llq -
- A2-
200

llq_ q -
\3 _ _ a4

4000 8000

3q 3q 3q
± (,Alq + Al(q±l)) ± (IA2r + A2(r±l)) + (A3s + A3(s+1))
40 800 16000

t
± -

lr 12lr 12lr llr
+ (/A20 + /A21 + *** + /\2(r-1)) -- \1 - A2-1A3 - t4100i 10 200 4000 8000

13r 33r 33r,
+ ('Alq + Al(q±l)) ±- (A2r ± IA2(r±l)) ± ~ (A38 + 3.l)40 800 16000 3(s+1))

+ A - ls 121s 2321s 211ls A
+ ~~(I30 + IA31 +*** + /A3(s,-l)) -- Al1- /\2 -- A3 A'4

1000o 10 200 4000 8000

13s 233s 633s
+ (Alq + Al(q+l)) + (A2r 4 A2(r+l)) + 10 (A3s +A3(F+l))40 800 16000

+1±000 [(t40 + 41 + * ' * +A4 (t-1)) -
lit _ 1211 -

A1- A22-
10 200

2321At

4000

421 t _
A\4

8000

131 233t 46331
+ -(Alq + Al(q+l)) + (A2 ± A2(r+l)) +10 (A38 +± 3(+l)) .

50 800 16000

From the expression for Cqrst it will be seen that

Coooo = c999X = 0 (27)
as

(Aio+±A1+ + Ai(O-1)) =0

which is required by the tacit assumption that the
switch contacts and interconnecting wiring are of negli-
gible resistance. If additional elements (r2, r2', r3, r3t, r4, r4')
are included in Fig. 2 to represent these resistances, the
expression for Cqrst must be modified by the addition of

C _ [_-rq--62 ±-63 +6411
10 20 400 8000

rnlooLR2 2 0U 400 8000

1 [r3 /11 211 211 \'
+ --S 62 +-6,3 + 64

1000 R3 20 400 8000

1 ~r4 /11 211 4211 \1
+ - t 62 +- 63 +800 64 (28)

10000 _R4 20 400 8000 _

not be included, provided they remain constant during
use. However, the unavoidable variations of contact re-

sistance in a set of switches must set a limit to the pre-
cision with which a Kelvin-Varley voltage divider may
be used. The magnitude of the effect at maximum or

minimum dial setting is given by

1 /6r2 br3 br4\
bc= I + + I

10R, 2 4 8/
(31)

where br, represents the variation of the switch contact
resistance for each dial.
From the way in which the correction term Cqrst has

been derived from the summation of contribution from
four sources, it is tempting to ascribe an appropriate cor-

rection to an individual dial and assume that it is pos-
sible to calibrate the effect of each dial separately. Un-
fortunately, the effects of the settings of each dial are

completely intermixed in the expression in (26), and it
is impossible to separate the different dials in this ex-

pression in any useful manner.

(26)
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APPENDIX I I

AUTOCALIBRATION OF Six- DIAL KELVIN-
VARLEY DIVIDER

Although there are many networks in which a Kelvin-
Varley divider may be connected to perform an auto-
calibration of its dial positions, the following arrange-
ment and procedure has proven to be most suitable and
reliable, and is the procedure normally followed in this
laboratory.

Let the divider to be calibrated be connected in
parallel with another source of subdivided voltage (an-
other divider is satisfactory, its corrections need not be
known), as shown in Fig. 4, along with a suitable po-
tentiometer, microvolt potentiometer (variable micro-
volt source), and sensitive galvanometer in series be-
tween the two variable taps on the dividers. The bat-
tery E' may be any stable source of low current, but 12 v
is probably most suitable, as in this way the potential
drop across the dividers may be adjusted to approxi-
mately 10 v which provides a convenient operating
value.

99999X

where E is the total voltage appearing across the divider
(approximately 10 v).
With divider S set to 0.900000, potentiometer to

1.000000, and divider X to 0.99999X (maximum), zero
current flow indicated by the galvanometer is obtained
by variation of the microvolt source, with a reading
bix' at balance. The balance equation under these con-
ditions is

(Dgx + cgx)El = D9o'E1 + e1 + 31x'. (33)
Leaving divider S untouched, reset potentiometer to
0.000000 and divider X to 0.900000 and obtain second
balance (61x") by means of microvolt source. The bal-
ance equation is now

(Dgo + c9o)El = D9o'E1 + ei' +--ix". (34)
The difference between the two equations is thus

(DAx -Do)El + (csx - c9o)El = (el- el') + blxl - aix"
el- el' - M.E 61X/-61X

C9x-Cso = +
El E1

= El+ Aix.X 000000

Fig. 4 Autocalibration network for Kelvin-Varley voltage dividers.

Initial adjustment is by the rheostats A and B to
ensure that the potential difference between variable
tap points is zero when dials of both dividers are set to
maximum and minimum settings. Repeated setting of
the dials of each or both dividers to the checking posi-
tion will indicate the reliability and repeatability of the
switch contact resistances, and hence the limit of pre-
cision and accuracy to be expected from the calibration.
When the two dividers have been set up and found to

repeat ENIF's at their maximum and minimum settings,
set divider S to 0.000000 and X to 0.100000, potentiom-
eters to measure 1.00005 v or some suitable value, and
adjust rheostat C for balance (i.e., approximately 10 v
across the divider pair). This setting becomes the check
value to establish the stability of the current flowing in
the X divider during the calibration.
The end resistance corrections of divider X may now

be determined by measuring the EMF appearing be-
tween the tap point and the appropriate connection
terminal with the divider dials set to either maximum or
minimum setting. The two ENIF's measured are termed
e9x and eo0, which lead to the terminal resistance correc-
tions by the relations

eo ) e(x
(c)o= - (CO)X = E) (32)

(35)
Divider S is now reset to 0.800000, potentiometer to

1.000000, and X left unchanged, and reading (819) of the
microvolt source obtained at balance, from which

(Dgo + c9o)Ej = D8o'Ej + e1 + a19. (36)

Divider X is reset to 0.89999X and reading (aS1') ob-
tained at balance, leading to

(D8x + c8x)El = D80'E1 + el + a19'. (37)
Divider X is reset to 0. 800000, potentiometer to
0.000000, and reading (a19") obtained at balance, when

(D80 + cso)El = D80'E1 + el' + i19". (38)

The difference between (36) and (38) leads to

- ei - 0.1El a19 - a19"
C90 -C80 = + E=e1 + A19, (39)

and the difference between (36) and (37) provides

619' - 619
C8X - C90 = = 019e.

El

By repeating this procedure for each successively
lower group of dial settings of Dial 1, the following set of
equations is obtained:

C9X- C90= El + Aix

C90 - C80 = El + A19

C80 - C70 = El +A18

Cio -coo = El + A11

10

cgX- Coo = lOEl + E Ali,
iz=1

C8X- C9O = 019

C7X - C80 = 018

cox - clo = 011, (41)

(42)

371964

(40)
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and, generally,
q

CqO- Coo = qEl ±+ A 1.
i=l

(43)

'The basic assumptions require that

C99999x = Coooooo = 0,

and thus (42) leads to

1 10

=-ZE A1i (44)
10

and
q q 10

Cqooooi = AlA - > Ali (45)
1 101

which provides a set of self-consistent values for the ten
primary corrections to Dial 1. The secondary corrections
to Dial 1 needed to account for the lack of matching of
the resistors in Dial 1 are obtained from the secondary
equations derived above, that is

C(q-1)999sx = CqOOooo + 6lq. (46)

A similar process is repeated for each group of dial
settings for Dial 2, leading to equations of the form

e2-e2- 0.01E2 62X' - 62X"
cO9X - c095 = +

E2 E2

= 62 + A2X

C090 - C080 = E2 + A29

C080 - C070 = E2 + A28

10

Co9X- Cooo = 1062 + E A2
i=l

from which

Co8x- Co9o = 029

C07X - C080 6028

Coox- Colo = 021,

1 10 1
E2 = - E 2i +-o C09999X,10-o1 10

and
r r 10 r

CorOooo = E A2i- E A2i +-- C09999X,
1 10 10

and also

C0(r-1)9J9X = COrOO00 + 02,. (51)

By continuing the same process for each of the dials,
further sets of equations are obtained, as follows:

s e 10 s

COOsooo = E A3i - -1 E /\3i +- C00999X (52)
1 10 1 10

COO(S-1)000 = Cc00sooo + 036
t 10

COOOtOO = EA4i E -4i+-C00099X
1 101I 10

v 10

Coooovo = A5i- - A15 + C00°°09X
1 101 10

w w 10 W
Cooooow = E G/6-l> E- 6i +l- COOOOOX.

1 t101 10

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

The procedure outlined will provide a fully self-
consistent set of corrections to a Kelvin-Varley voltage
divider, similar to those which are obtained when the
divider is directly calibrated in terms of a known stand-
ard divider. If, however, Dial 2 is not directly cor-
related with Dia. 1 as outlined, but instead the assump-
tion is made that

cO9999X = Coooooo = 0,

then a calibration is obtained which duplicates the
calibrations proposed earlier.2 1

In listing the general equations for the calibration,
it has been implied that the secondary corrections need
not be obtained beyond Dial 3. This was done because
when matching of the resistors in Dial 3 must be cor-
rected, then the residual terms proportional to the pre-
ceding dials must also be taken into account. This latter
is very difficult to achieve in any convenient manner,
and it is better to establish a limit to the working pre-
cision of the divider. Thus graphical interpolation be-
yond the second or third dial position is no longer useful.

It must be remembered that in order to correlate each
dial with the following one, the relation between the
lowest step of the dial and the maximum settings of the
following dials must be measured. Alternatively, the se-
quence for the lower dials may start directly from the
lowest step of the preceding dial. These modifications to
the sequence of operations are minor, and depend to a
large degree on the method to be used for subsequent
handling of the data.
The validity of this method of calibration rests on the

assumption that during the measurements on any dial
the potential E across the two dividers and the poten-
tial e selected by the main potentiometer remain con-
stant, or at least change by the same proportional
amount. To assess this effect, rewrite (36), (37), and
(38) to include terms representing variations of these
two voltages; that is

(Dso + c9o)E(1 + aOs)
= D80'E(1 + ag) + e(1 + 39) + 319

(D8x + c8x)E(1 + a9l)
= D801E(1 + ag') + e(1 + /9') + b19'

(D80 + c8o)E(l + a9"t)

(36a)

(3 7a)

= Dso"E(1 + a9") + e'(1 + 09") + i9g" (38a)
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from which

e -e-0.1E 619 - 619 e -e
-9 C80 =+ + (09 a9)

E E E

= El + Ai9 + 0.1(#3 - a9) (57)

619 619 e
CsX C90 + (#/3~ /39) O.lIQx9'g a9)

E E

019 + 0.1[(9'- ag') - (9 - a9)]. (58)

Thus it is seen that the simplified expressions are valid
providing 0.1(/3-a) remains negligible. For each suc-

cessively lower dial the stringency of this requirement
decreases by a factor of ten. It is to be noted that the
requirements are only on the stability of the potentials
selected and on the reproducibility of the dial settings.
The accuracy of the potentiometer need not be known,
as each voltage increment selected by the potentiometer

is separately adjusted to the conditions imposed by the
assumption c9x-coo=0. The possible indeterminacies
in the first dial measurements indicated here are further
reduced by a form of compensation of the measure-
ments, coming from the assumption which requires there
be no indeterminacy at cg9999x or c000ooo.
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Design and Error Analysis 0f High-Accuracy DC

Voltage-Measuring Systems

WALTER J. KARPLUS, MEMBER, IEEE

Summary-A systematic analysis of the errors inherent in the
application of a resistance voltage divider to the measurement of high
voltages is presented. The effects of potentiometer errors, leakage
errors, and rod resistance are considered in turn. A newly developed
high accuracy volt box providing output voltages of 0.5 v, 1.0 v, and
1.5 v for all input voltages ranging from 1.5 to 1600 v in steps of 0.5
v is then described.

INTRODUCTION
ODERN SCIENTIFIC and engineering proj-
ects have confronted the instrument industry
with increasingly stringent requirements for

high precision, high accuracy instruments. Among the
electrical variables which must be measured to high
accuracy, dc and low-frequency ac voltages are among
the most important. DC voltage measurements are gen-
erally based upon comparisons with a standard cell or a

standard 1.0-v or 1.5-v potentiometer. A voltage di-
vider, commonly termed a volt box, must ordinarily be
used in conjunction with these devices in order to permit
the calibration of higher voltages.'
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The author is with the Department of Engineering, University

of California, Los Angeles, Calif.
I F. B. Selsbee and F. J. Gross, "Testing and performance of

volt boxes," J. Res. NBS, vol. 27, p. 231; September, 1941.

Although simple in concept, consisting merely of a

series circuit of electrical resistors, the attainment of
the desired combination of accuracy and flexibility in
volt-box design constitutes a most difficult and challeng-
ing problem, one which has been a subject of consider-
able interest in recent years.2'3 The present paper in-
cludes a systematic analysis of the errors attending the
utilization of resistance voltage dividers and describes a

newly designed instrument in which a heretofore un-

attainable combination of accuracy, voltage range, and
simplicity of operation is realized.

MAJOR SOURCES OF ERROR

The basic measurement principle underlying the
operation of a volt box is illustrated in Fig. 1. Since
continuously variable voltage dividers with a sufficiently
high accuracy and precision are unavailable, it is neces-

sary to provide a working circuit consisting of the series
connection of a large number of fixed precision resistors.

2 R. P. McKnight, "A direct reading voltage divider with stand-
ard cell reference,'" IRE TRANS. ON INSTRUMENTATION, vol. I-11, pp.

128-132; December, 1962.
3 B. L. Bunfee, "Method for calibrating a standard volt box,"

J. Res. NBS, sec. C, vol. 67c, pp. 1-13; January, 1963.
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